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Overtime & Cash Awards

NAVCOMPT Form 2282

http://www.secnav.navy.mil/rda/workforce/Pages/NADP/Employees/Payroll.aspx
REIMBURSABLE OVERTIME AND AWARDS INFORMATION SHEET

PLEASE NOTE: Separate funding documents (NAVCOMPT 2275) must be sent for each program i.e., OMN funded NADP employees or DAWDF (852) funded NADP employees as indicated below. This information sheet should be provided to the appropriate comptroller/financial management analyst who is providing the funding.

NADP

(NAVCOMPT 2275) Block 10 should be addressed to:
addressed to: Naval Education and Training Command (NETC)
250 Dallas Street
ATTN: Code N8312
Pensacola, FL 32508-5220
UIC: N68045

Email to: PNSC_NCAWPD_Reimbrse@navy.mil for acceptance or fax to (850) 452-8612
Attn: NETC Code N82214.

Email a courtesy copy of the funding document and, if an award, the justification to NACC_reimbursables@navy.mil or fax to (717) 605-1980 or (717) 605-4675. NETC/NETPDT does not require a copy of the award justification.

DAWDF (852)

(NAVCOMPT 2275) Block 10 should be
Naval Education and Training Command (NETC)
250 Dallas Street
ATTN: Code N82214
Pensacola, FL 32508-5220
UIC: N68045
(NETPDT CODE N812)

Email to: sfly_n8_netpdtc acctg reimmb@navy.mil for acceptance or fax to (850) 452-1445
Attn: NETPDT CODE N812
Reimbursable Sheet

REIMBURSABLE OVERTIME AND SUBSISTENCE INFORMATION SHEET

PLEASE NOTE: Send the Reimbursable Overtime and Subsistence sheet for each program i.e., OMN funded NADP or other DAWDF, as indicated below. This information sheet should be forwarded to the appropriate program analyst who is providing the funding.

NADP

(NAVCOMPT 2275) Block 10 should be addressed to: Naval Education and Training Command (NETC) 250 Dallas Street
ATTN: Code N8312
Pensacola, FL 32508-5220
UIC: N68045

DAWDF (852)

(NAVCOMPT 2275) Block 10 should be addressed to: Naval Education and Training Command (NETC) 250 Dallas Street
ATTN: Code N82214
Pensacola, FL 32508-5220
UIC: N68315

Email to: PNSC_NCAW@navy.mil for acceptance or fax to Attn: NETC Code N82214 (850) 452-1445 to Code N812

Email a courtesy copy of the first full page and, if an award, a courtesy copy of the award justification.

NACC_reimbursables@navy.mil or call (305) 605-1980 or (717) 605-1980. NETC/NETPDTC does not require a copy of the award justification.
Reimbursable Funds

- Migration STARS to SABRS in FY18
- ASN (FM&C) Memo 2018 – Reduce RWO’s
- Labor can not be accurately documented and applied with various funding sources
- Audit concerns to document true labor costs
- Unnecessary passing of DAWDF Funds
Now What?
Compensatory Time

Cap of 160 hours

“CE” for compensatory time earned

“CT” for compensatory time taken

Expires 1 year from date earned
Time Off Awards

- Submit justification and amount of hours to NACC Career Manager
- Ensure justification supports the amount of hours your recommending

Studies show the younger workforce is motivated by more time off ... not more cash
New for FY19

• Plans in the works for NACC to pay limited Overtime and Cash OTS Awards

• Thoughts…
  
  • *Commands allocated percentage of money relative to their NADP population*
  
  • *CFM’s and Working Group Members involved to ensure field sites and HQ’s get fair share*
  
  • *NACC Career Managers monitor to ensure there is not a run and the bank*
Leading the Development of the Acquisition Workforce